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Glossary

WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS GUIDEBOOK

Over the past few
years, digital marketing
has relied on first and
third-party cookies.
However, cookies
and other existing
trackers usage is facing
growing limitations from
regulators, tech players,
and users themselves.
This has made it
mandatory to redefine
online data collection,
activations, and
measurement while
answering users’
expectations for more
privacy.

At fifty-five we help brands answer

−

Identify how this new marketing

the numerous questions this new post

world being shaped will impact the

cookie era poses, and prepare them for

deployment and performance of your

a smooth transition. Despite Google’s

current digital marketing use cases

recent postponement of its phase out of
third-party cookies support in Chrome,
we believe that now is the time to define

Part 2: Stay in the driver’s seat

and roll out a transition strategy. The plan
will have to be relevant to your marketing

−

Identify and understand what the

context and ready to tackle the existing

new solutions on the market are for

privacy challenges.

and how they can help overcome
new data collection, activations and

To help you solve those complex

measurement limitations

issues, we’ve gathered our analysis and
experience in this two-part guide:

−

Kick off your transition into the postcookie era and identify the key steps
and best practices depending on your

Part 1: Where do we stand?
−

specific context

Understand what this post-cookie
and privacy-safe world is about

| © fifty-five the data company
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A B O U T 5 5 T H E D ATA C O M PA N Y

fifty-five is a new breed of data company that helps brands leverage data
and technology to improve marketing, advertising, and customer experience,
through a combination of specialized consultancy and technology services. fifty-

We help brands leverage
data and technology to
craft superior brand

five was founded in 2010 by former Google executives and is now a proud
member of You & Mr Jones, the world’s first Brandtech group. Headquartered
in Paris, fifty-five is a global partner to its blue-chip clients, with offices in New
York, London, Geneva, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Taipei.

experiences.
Learn more on fifty-five.com
Or contact us: contact@fifty-five.com

Strategy
Consulting

Data
Architecture

Media
Consulting

Customer
Experience
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Assess and map
solutions to understand
the future
1.

Where and why it all started

2.

A new privacy-safe digital landscape

3.

What does it mean for brands?

4.

What are these new buzzwords about?
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What approach are main digital players taking?
After reading Part 1 of this roadmap,

solution, and not all alternatives are

buzzwords is to classify all the big actors

you are now familiar with which part of

actually workable. So you should first be

per their investments in new technologies

your audiences and activities is to be

able to understand which solutions solve

or methodologies. Why does Google go

most impacted, and you find yourself

which problem, to what extent, and how

for cohorts? Why does Facebook bet on

confronted

overwhelming

much trust you should have in them. The

APIs and people data? In our view, one

number of solutions promising to solve

next step will be to see how to build a

can divide the emerging ecosystem into

your concerns.

consistent blend.

six families, each with its own strengths

There will not be a one-size-fits-all

A first way to navigate among all the

and weaknesses.

with

an

| © fifty-five the data company
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1

Browsers and devices defining
default tracking techniques

Google with FLoC, since Apple

in inventory. For instance, Google

does not have material financial

allows targeting on Youtube not

interests in ad targeting.

only with cohorts, but also with its

A few players are defining the rules
publishers must obey: Google for
Android and Chrome, and Apple
for Safari & iOS. And since Chrome
and Safari/iOS developers seem
to like competing with each other
on privacy, they surprisingly tend
towards
solutions,

similar

deterministic socio-demographic

The main challenge for Google is to drive
adoption, by delaying Privacy Sandbox
by nearly two years, they bought time
to convince browsers, large publishers,
DSPs and regulators of the viability of the
solution.

measurement

replacing

(Privacy
of

Sandbox

measurement

for

features

Nevertheless, generally speaking,
iOS applies not only technical
blocking but also a broader antitracking policy, and will not let you
apps and websites for users that

tracking with data aggregated
being shared with adtech players

information that you may provide.

measure with people data across

individual

by the browser or OS before

data, and with customer personal

2

People-based, closed
inventories (Google, Apple
Store, Facebook, Amazon)

Google,

Private Click Measurement &

Contrary

SKAdNetwork for Apple). An

principles, players that can use

equivalent for targeting, which

people data as a replacement

requires browsers to aggregate

for cookies can technically, to

users into cohorts before sharing

some extent, maintain individual-

the cohorts, is only a trajectory for

based targeting for their logged-

to

default

tracking

did not consent to the ATT popin,
for instance for Facebook.

Although walled gardens will likely come
out stronger as they can combine both
people data and cohorts, there is one
last risk to contend with: competition
regulation. As systemic entities, GAFA
face pressure to provide a freer access to
their ad markets, which could rebalance
odds for independent players.

| © fifty-five the data company
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3

Publishers with large firstparty data pools
Somewhat

like

GAFA,

4

Publishers and DSPs trying to
build new logged-in data

adoption and volume, and how recent
tracking limitations such as Apple’s new
“disposable emails” feature (“Hide My
Email”) will impact their actual resilience.

some

Other large publishers with less

websites have large and more

first-party data, though, are looking

granular volumes of first-party

at fostering logins based on email

data, thanks to recurring user visits

addresses on their websites and

and rich navigation information.

sharing it in federated initiatives

This may be the case notably for

to create resilient data pools. The

e-retailers or classifieds websites.

objective is twofold: 1. be able to

Publishers

They would previously sell their

recognize users across websites to

impacted will be smallers ones

data as second-party, but this type

maintain consistent targeting and

that don’t operate as walled

of data sharing still usually relies

capping, and 2. enable advertisers

gardens, without a recurrent user

on third-party cookies. So they

to share people data, such as

base, and without many logins

now work towards making “data+

CRM databases, to more precisely

because users are not close to

media” deals with advertisers to let

target users of interest. This trend

their site/app or do not offer a

them target and analyze users on

is strongly supported by some

material service. They will be left

their own inventory, relying on first-

DSPs such as TheTradeDesk, for

with either the default tracking

party identifiers.

which it is a way to maintain some

capabilities offered by the browser

quality in user targeting.

or device, notably Google Privacy

The challenge for these publishers is to
find the best partners to streamline the
connections with enough advertisers

5

“Open-web” publishers
most

likely

to

be

Sandbox for web, or cookie-less

The key question though, is whether
these initiatives will see enough

targeting such as contextual ads.

| © fifty-five the data company
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The main challenge for them should be
to enter the forthcoming contextual ads
ecosystem.

6

Independent, agnostic actors
playing on all possible scopes
As
the

you

may

ecosystem

already
is

notice,

emerging logged-in ecosystems

First-party data

such as Unified ID. Criteo both

First-party data is data

targets on e-retailer platforms, rich

collected and owned by a

in first-party data, and revamps

company. Each company

contextual targeting offers for the

thus manages its own first-

open web.

party data, used to improve
customer knowledge and

Since the future ecosystem is not fully
defined yet, they still have to make bets
on which offers and connections to build.

customer experience.

evolving

towards even more scattering
and heterogeneity in terms of
measurement and targeting. This
may soon become a nightmare for
the average advertiser, needing to
deal with many situations to keep
a good enough reach. Some ad
tech players are reviewing their
historical product to offer more
interoperability.

LiveRamp,

for

instance, connects people data
with walled gardens in addition to

> See glossary page 35
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What’s the full scope of solutions for my digital activities?
Each of these players offers a large

measurement will remain precise, although

systems - currently under development

portfolio of solutions. None of these

for a more limited share of audiences.

by Google and, to some extent, already

attempts at resilience vow to keep fully

Brands will have to strictly respect user

proposed by Apple for measurement.

exhaustive, granular data. But this does

expectations

individually

The below illustration summarizes the

not necessarily mean that it is the end

tracked, and address them in larger, less

main emerging techniques for each type

of one-to-one marketing. If consent is

precise groups, whether in a fully tracker-

of marketing, and the table in appendix

properly collected, whether consent to

less way combined with modelling to

provides more detail and additional

regulation or Apple policies, targeting and

compensate losses, or with new cohort

techniques.

to

not

be

| © fifty-five the data company
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One must keep in mind this list is the

when it comes to efficiency or reach.

full playground of solutions; the ground

collected, it is under scrutiny because of
lack of transparency.

is still moving and not all solutions will

Universal ID initiatives also need to

be relevant for each advertiser’s use

attain a critical volume to succeed. Their

Likewise, advertising first-party cookies

cases, impacts, or digital maturity. Once

objective - having publishers convince

are safe for now, but could undergo

comfortable enough with the benefits of

sufficient users to log in, and being

further

each solution, the next steps should be to:

able to federate this data efficiently and

that the restriction imposed on iOS

safely - sure is an ambitious one. They

14.5+,

1. Analyze the relevance against each

could also face a longer-term resilience

measurement to consent to Apple popin

brand context, to scope the right

risk. With Apple soon proposing alias

and otherwise gathering aggregated

blend of solutions and prioritize

email addresses unique to each site

data, could someday be extended to

their testing or implementation on a

for users, their reconciliation could be

Safari web-to-web click measurement

roadmap (see 55’s proposal for each

somewhat hindered. It is unclear how

that such cookies enable. It is interesting

maturity level in part 4).

many Apple users will use this “Hide

to note that the Google Privacy Sandbox

My Email” feature, and whether it could

initiative,

2. Keep conducting a close watch on

become a common practice on the

API, precisely mimics Apple’s app-to-

tech and legal evolutions, due to

web beyond Apple. Another risk those

web click protocol - but for web-to-web

remaining uncertainties.

players will have to remedy is their

clicks. However, it is nevertheless unlikely

relationship with fingerprinting. Many

Google would limit first-party cookie use

of them already propose a solution for

broadly.

Indeed,

despite

all

being

credible

non-authenticated

audiences,

restrictions.
subjecting

Some

believe

app-to-web

Conversions

click

Measurement

which

alternatives, not all solutions should

resembles fingerprinting and, while this

Taking a step back from this highly

garner the same level of confidence

solution is workable when consent is

technical cat-and-mouse race to look

| © fifty-five the data company
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at bigger trends, it is clear that one-to-

Fingerprinting

one measurement and targeting will

Fingerprinting in digital

not revisit its golden age. This is not

marketing is a type of

to say, however, that it will not survive

algorithm that identifies

- it likely will, but on a reduced scope,

a given user. Digital

forcing advertisers to combine it with

“fingerprints” contain

other marketing approaches. Tracker-

information (browser, IP

less approaches such as contextual

address, mobile device

or modelling, as well as possibly less

brand and model) which

intrusive cohorts, should gain more and

can be matched with

more importance in the coming months

existing data to fully or

and years.

partially identify users even
when cookies or login have
been deactivated. [...]

> See glossary page 35
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How does it translate on my marketing stack?
Not all these brand new technologies
and concepts mean new tools. And
not all your existing tools have to be
dumped. Some already do or will include
privacy-proof features that you should
enable now. Some will change roles but
remain relevant. And, whatever happens,
there will be “winners” rich in resilient
data, and “losers” dependent on thirdparty cookies, whose use or renewal you
should reconsider.

Overall strong impacts, re-evaluate
No impact on core fonctions, or
impact largely compensated
No or little impact, and comes out
stronger in the overall stack

| © fifty-five the data company
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Finding the right organization for the transition
Mastering the technicalities and finding

security and confidentiality. During

should now reflect the new paradigm

the most resilient data is not the be-all

new tool assessment & selection,

of online marketing.

end-all. Non-technical aspects have to

develop a strong collaboration with

be taken into account both to refine the

legal and data protection teams to

− As data collection gets more complex,

target, and to deal with the day-to-day

whitelist solutions, and frame how to

Tracking Specialists will have to take

business until then:

best implement them to reduce risks.

into account the consent collection,

This may mean framing precisely how

as well as the technical limitations

safeguarding

consent for hashed emails needs to

and increasing sophistication of all

process. Data is your most valuable

be collected, for example, applying

mechanisms at play. They will only

asset, and some of the emerging

standard security measures, such as

track partial data, and always have the

solutions propose to either collect new

preferring proprietary data hosting,

reflex of minimizing collection, hence

data on users, or to share new data

or

acting more like Signal specialists.

with several players. So, you have to

scrambling sensitive data.

1. Develop

a

data

systematically

encrypting

and

get firm control over and knowledge

− Data analysts usually report and analyze

about your marketing data supply

business questions based on “as is”

chain. Make sure every piece of

2. Renew team composition. Along

data inputs, only fixing implementation

data has been collected with the

with upskilling teams on new data

quality issues. A larger part of their job

proper consent and the right level of

and privacy concepts, job descriptions

will now consist in building consistent

| © fifty-five the data company
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measurement from sources with strong

facilitate

Legal

perturbations on all platforms and

discrepancies because of unequal

teams and ensure shared knowledge.

audiences through 2023, you will need

privacy impacts. They will have to

Companies

appointing

to work with stabilized references. To

behave like Measurement scientists,

compliance referents in the business

do so, companies should increase

applying more statistics to account for

teams,

agility and:

large data gaps.

solutions in an agnostic way, before

discussions
today

charged

with

are
with

evaluating

building a case to have them reviewed
− Media

Traders,

who

excelled

in

− Work with shorter reference periods.
We see companies working more with

by their legal counterparts.

month-on-month comparisons rather

matching inventory with third-party
data to drive performance, will have

− It is difficult and time-consuming to

than year-on-year to avoid comparing

to adapt and become Engagement

keep abreast of these new privacy

periods with totally different consent

Experts,

trends,

technologies

rates, share of users with third-party

media+data packages, negotiating

through benchmarking and direct

trackers, etc. On the other hand, this

and executing short term deals based

discussions with numerous solutions

on data availability and data needs,

providers, and to define long-term

day-to-day shortened view should,
in our view, include adjusting new

and integrating key business actions

roadmaps with the best blend of

volumes with several indexes to

as performance proxies instead of

approaches. Your media or data

keep meaningful comparisons for

final conversions (online or offline)

agency now has to endorse the role of

high-level reporting.

based on KPIs to gauge and optimize

Privacy partner.

navigating

available

to

evaluate

− Reevaluate campaigns and media

campaign performance.

plans
− Data

&

Compliance

experts

3. Shorten

integrated in marketing teams to

Because

marketing
data

will

still

more

often.

Hypotheses

processes.

(audiences, assets) required to prepare

undergo

a campaign and performance data to

| © fifty-five the data company
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evaluate results will vary considerably
over large periods of time. You should
consider reviewing your plan more
often, and comparing periodic results
to be more reactive on addressability
changes. Choosing KPIs relevant for
shorter periods (e.g., conversions with
a one-day look-back window), and
controlling the performance of each
of those smaller funnel steps will also
help you be more relevant over time.

| © fifty-five the data company
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Set the pace of your
own post-cookie
transition
1.

What the future state of online marketing should look like

2.

How to get there: Control the timing

3.

What projects to kick-off now and with which roadmap
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What the future state of online marketing should look like
The data needed to
fuel marketing will
change drastically
and you will need to
change your ways of
working as to how to
collect it, transform it,
and activate it.

| © fifty-five the data company
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11.

Data for value: Zero-party-data, VRM & Preference Centers will become central in the coming years

What are they?

of Consent Management Platforms

concept called Vendor Relationship

approach

(CMP) in response to new cookie

Management (VRM) that encourages

regains importance in the context of

regulations, Preference Centers are

individuals to take back the control

the decline of freely accessible third-

increasingly being proposed by CMP

of their relationships with brands

party data collected without user

vendors (OneTrust, Didomi, etc.) to

especially in commercial aspects and

awareness. It consists of giving back

enable a multi-channel consent control

data sharing. It may be an utopia

the power to customers as to which

to users beyond cookie banners.

never reached or an anarchist dream

− The

zero-party-data

data they really want to share. It also

but more and more social and

differs from first-party data, in the

− All these new concepts and tools for

sense that it is initiated proactively

most marketing and digital teams

by the user, and strictly conditioned

derive from a Harvard philosophical

to a valuable counterpart (rich user
experience, promotions, etc.).

transparency trends and tools come
from this VRM concept.

How do they work?

− Preference Centers are a type of
interface enabling users to adjust which
data they want to share with a given
brand, which content and products
are of interest to them, and through
which channels they would like to be
contacted. Following the emergence

| © fifty-five the data company
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a strong engagement phase with the

Zero-party data

brand. Upper steps of the funnel, and

The zero-party-data

the need to push products to more

approach consists in

constraints, we believe the strongest

“passive”

giving back the power to

and longest-lasting privacy trend could

consideration, would unlikely be served

customers as to which data

actually be user expectations for less

by zero-party-data. Also, brands will

they really want to share. It

Zero-party-data

have to find seamless ways to ask users

also differs from first-party

might fulfill users’ need for a closer, more

to update their preferences over time,

data, in the sense that

equal and qualitative relationship with

while this was formerly accomplished

it is initiated proactively

brands. Fully based on trust and direct

automatically with third-party cookies

by the user, and strictly

contact, it will also be less dependent on

tracking new contents and products

conditioned to a valuable

decisions from browsers and regulators.

browsed. All in all, zero-party-data will

counterpart (rich user

surely be virtuous and gain importance

experience, promotions, …).

Benefits vs. constraints
Beyond

intrusive

Despite

technical

marketing.

being

very

and

regulatory

tempting,

this

approach implies users are already in

users

for

awareness

and

for part of your marketing, but will need
to be combined with other approaches.

> See glossary page 35
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2 Structure a first-party-ready organization
2.

The most common pitfalls we see in first-

sophisticated data algorithm, but its

activation needs. Responsibilities across

party data projects relate to organization

outputs are unusable by the media team

teams should be properly mobilized to

inefficiencies. The data team of an

because they do not have sufficient

ensure Data Safety & Compliance, Data

advertiser may have developed a very

volumes or do not match precisely the

Quality, and Data Actionability.

| © fifty-five the data company
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33.

Your

online

marketing

was

already

Focus: Orchestrate even more diverse ecosystem

until now, more or less shared consistent

(consent, device, etc. will require you to

audiences

definitions.

work harder on all steps of the process,

environments, requiring you to play on

Today’s distinct user pool definitions

to minimize overlaps and make the best

several terrains. But these environments,

depending on their privacy context

budget allocations.

scattered

across

various

advertising

and

metrics

| © fifty-five the data company
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How to get there: control the timing
As of the publication of this paper, the

the opportunity to control the narrative;

(Safari, iOS, Firefox), that you can and

end of 2023 is a relatively long time for the

anticipating users’ privacy expectations,

should use as a post-cookie laboratory.

fast-moving world of online marketing.

switching to less intrusive marketing,

As for what happens on Chrome and

But despite Google’s postponement of

and - most importantly - communicating

Android, make sure new or ongoing

phasing out third-party cookies, it is still

about it, will serve your brand image well.

projects bring net business value before

very likely that many advertisers will be

they become obsolete. Benefitting from

late and struggle to keep up with the

Handle

business-as-usual

versus

this third-party cookie data pool may also

expansive changes needed for practices

innovation. Now that third-party cookie-

help you test and refine post-cookie

and tools.

based techniques have been revived for

techniques. Examples might include

almost two years, it can be very tempting

assessing the effectiveness of contextual

Control the timing and narrative. In

to keep our good old practices and talk

advertising

our view, your roadmap to a post-cookie

again in one year to determine next steps.

relevance of marketing mix modelling

era should not be fully dependent on

Or at least you may be asking yourself

for more granular platforms or campaign

Google and other players’ decisions

which projects to stop or keep, and for

performance monitoring.

and possible back-and-forths. Defining a

how long. Our general advice would be:

plan and sticking to it will help you make

don’t procrastinate. You already have

sure you get ready on time and gain, in

big post-cookie challenges to tackle

advance, a competitive edge. It is also

now on privacy-advanced ecosystems

dimensions,

or

checking

| © fifty-five the data company
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Marketing Mix Modelling
Marketing mix modelling

P R O J E C T S E VA L U AT I O N F R A M E W O R K

aims at measuring the
performance of the
different types of marketing
campaigns so as to optimize
the marketing mix budget
expenses. The model
is based on a statistical
method and aggregated
data.

> See glossary page 35
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What projects to kick off now and with which roadmap
Among all the emerging initiatives,
method
changes,

renewals,
we

see

and

organization

three

priorities

advertisers should tackle.
On the next page, we propose a typical
roadmap of initiatives according to these
priorities, and indicate levels of company
maturity to which such initiatives would
apply (see appendix for details on our
maturity scale, and for a description
of each initiative). Obviously, selecting
initiatives

and

determining

timeline

should be tailored to match each
advertiser’s needs and impacts.
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CONCLUSION

Even if walled gardens
stay on top, the
ecosystem will change
dramatically over the
next few years, and
you will have to change
quite a few partnerships.
You will face even more
scattered audiences
and data, with each type
of marketing playing
complementary roles and
requiring even smarter
combinations.

These new technologies will pose an

one. Said otherwise, as a brand you

organizational and upskilling challenge.

have to take care and show you consider

They will require a new design of the way

user privacy. In the short term, this

you:

requires optimizing and empowering

− Engage with your customers and

user consent, notably with CMPs and

prospects

Preference centers, as well as reviewing

− Measure marketing efficiency

your governance schema to make sure

− Operate marketing campaigns

the data you leverage has been collected
in a safe, compliant, and transparent way.

These innovations do not spell the end of

In the mid- and long term, this means

one-to-one marketing, but it will likely

choosing what privacy level you want to

result in reaching smaller audiences.

reach, selecting marketing technologies

Instead, the focus will be on modeling

accordingly, and sticking to your promise

for its ability to bring insights while not

to consumers.

- or not fully - relying on individual data.
But such projects take time, which is why
it is urgent to build a data asset you will
be able to leverage.
When defining your solutions roadmap,
you should keep in mind that privacy is,
above all, a brand choice, not a tech
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Attribution
Digital attribution refers to a set
of methods whose purpose is to
that has led a client to conversion.
This process aims to assess the

deduplication. While there are
several attribution models, the
most widely used is the last-click
model, whereby the conversion is
attributed to the user’s last click.

efficiency of each of the channels
used during a marketing campaign.
Starting from the desired outcome

Clean room

(conversion), attribution tools

Clean rooms are a set of tools that

allow marketers to analyse and

make it possible to reconcile your

identify the combination of digital

data with a third party provider

interactions (called “events”

data without any security or privacy

or “touchpoints”) that have

issue.

contributed to the outcome in

> brandtech.wtf

Glossary

reconstruct the digital journey

well as to matters of conversion

any way. They then assign a value
to each of these touchpoints,
thus providing insight into which
combination of touchpoints is most
successful in influencing individuals
to convert. Attribution issues are
often related to tracking issues, as

CMP
A Consent Management Platform
serves as a repository of users’
consent. It manages the user’s
consent from its request through its
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storage and potential usage, which
means publishers can request,
receive, store and organize the
user consent by vendors and/or
categories. It collects and updates
the consent given by the users
over time. Many CMPs exist on the

Consent rate

Cookie

The consent rate is the number of

A cookie is a small file of letters

consents given (clicks on “accept”

and numbers that is downloaded

on the CMP banner) divided

onto your computer when you visit

by the number of CMP banner

a website. This token is then reused

impressions.

for any subsequent visit to help the
server keep track of the user.

market with different functional
logics and can be tied or not to a
TMS.

Cookies make it possible to

Contextual targeting
Contextual targeting is a type of

Cohort
A cohort is a group of users that
share a common characteristic,
identified by a given dimension
(such as their first visit on a
website). This group is tracked in
the long term to understand the
influence of the characteristic in
question.

advertising which allows advertisers
to target prospects based on their
online navigation context such as

gather and store data about users’
browsing behaviour, which can
later be reused during these users’
subsequent visits (user logins, for
instance).

the type of content displayed on
the web page the user is exposed
to. The ad displayed is defined

Fingerprinting

by the environment where it will

Fingerprinting in digital marketing

appear (page content, time of day,

is a type of algorithm that identifies

etc.)

a given user. Digital “fingerprints”
contain information (browser, IP
address, mobile device brand and
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model) which can be matched with
existing data to fully or partially
identify users even when cookies or
login have been deactivated.
However, unlike human fingerprints,
digital fingerprints are not always
unique and can change over time
(new device, different browser,

First-party data

Hashing

First-party data is data collected

Hashing is a process by which data

and owned by a company. Each

is made anonymous by unilaterally

company thus manages its own

associating a fixed-length

first-party data, used to improve

identifying key to a sequence

customer knowledge and customer

of text. In other words, it is

experience.

impossible to identify the original
text from the identifying key or

etc.).

“hash”.

Fingerprinting technology can be

FLoC

used for mobile attribution, as it

FLoC is Google’s alternative to

can link ad clicks to app installation
or launch. User actions can thus
be attributed to ads. More broadly
speaking, fingerprinting in the IT
world is a way to link extensive
data (like a digital file) to a much
smaller chain of characters: digital
fingerprints. Fingerprinting makes it
possible to uniquely identify initial
data for various purposes.

third-party cookies and is based on
machine learning.
A Chrome browser will generate a
meaningless identifier based on the

Hashing is often used in IT
or cryptography, and is the
foundation of technology that
generates distributed databases
such as blockchain.

set of domains this browser visited.
Therefore, the id does not identify
a user but a cohort of users. Ads

ITP

will be served based on a cohort

ITP (Intelligent Tracking Prevention)

and not on an individual based

is a feature integrated into the

data.

Safari browser. It was designed
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by Apple to better protect its

(full name, address, email, birth

users’ privacy and prevent ad tech

date, or sets of anonymous data

companies from tracking them

that make it possible to identify him

across the web.

or her).
The definition of PII is still debated

Marketing Mix Modelling
Marketing mix modelling aims at
measuring the performance of
the different types of marketing
campaigns so as to optimize the

and keeps evolving over time.

method and aggregated data.

characterize the connection of a

are specific pieces of information
that allow an individual to be
identified in a direct or indirect way

impression and makes a conversion
without interacting with the ad
(clicking on it).

Privacy Sandbox

been considered PII since 2016.

Google Privacy Sandbox is a
program designed to foster open

Post-click conversion
when the user is exposed to an

Personally Identifiable Information

when a user is exposed to an ad

device to a network, have only

A post-click conversion occurs

PII

A post-view conversion occurs

For instance, IP addresses, which

marketing mix budget expenses.
The model is based on a statistical

Post-view conversion

ad, clicks on it and then makes a
conversion. A post-click conversion
is to distinguish from a post-view
conversion, which is a conversion

source privacy standards, in order
to “create a thriving web ecosystem
that is respectful of users and
private by default”. Third-party
cookies will be replaced by five
APIs acting as an alternative path
to collecting data for advertising
purposes, while respecting privacy.

following an ad impression but
without any click on the ad.
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Private Click Measurement

window and delay it by a couple
of days in order to further hide

The goal of Apple’s Private Click
Measurement is to attribute a
conversion to a previous ad click in

the user’s activity
−

Limit the data ad networks
and merchants can see at the

order to measure online advertising

browser level

performances, while preserving a

networks
−

Source apps: display ads
provided by the ad networks

−

Advertised apps: apps
displayed in the signed ads

user’s privacy.
This new measurement method is
broken down into 4 steps:

SKAdNetwork

−

Limit the number of campaign

SKAdNetwork is Apple’s ad

IDs in order to prevent

network API designed to help

advertisers from assigning

advertisers measure their ad

unique tracking codes to each

campaigns’ performances while

ad click and thus tracking users

ensuring user privacy. This API has

across the web

three main components:

Allow solely the website where

−

−

−

Supply path optimization is
the practice for a buyer of
programmatic ad inventory to
optimize the channels they buy
impressions through as they
purchase inventory.

Ad networks: sign ads and

the ad was clicked to collect

receive install notifications when

click data and cut out third

the ad leads to a conversion.

parties

Ad networks must register

Share click data through a

with Apple and apps must be

dedicated private browsing

Supply path optimization

configured to work with the ad

VRM
VRM is a theoretical concept called
Vendor Relationship Management
(VRM) that encourages individuals
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to take back the control of their
relationships with brands especially
in commercial aspects and data
sharing.

Zero party data
The zero-party-data approach
consists in giving back the power
to customers as to which data they
really want to share. It also differs
from first-party data, in the sense
that it is initiated proactively by
the user, and strictly conditioned
to a valuable counterpart (rich user
experience, promotions, …).

Az

> Find more definitions on

brandtech.wtf
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